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Abstract

Soil formation is a hard process and it takes decades. Our project targets to cover forsaken and naked

rocks with a completely natural  method by using “Bryophytes”,  the land mosses which can be applied and

maintained in rock mines by using cheap media sources. Besides, moss culture is going to be mixed with the

mycose fungi "Paxillus involutus " which is mutualistic to the moss species and naturally promotes moss growth.

The fungi, aforementioned, is chosen by literature research that shows these species live together in nature as a

symbiotic micro system. As far as living together and sharing vital substances, this micro system, made by fungi

and moss, is going to accelerate soil  formation by degrading rocks,  is going to cover naked rocks likewise

carpets, is going to avoid erosion, and create perfect green landscape as in parks at rock mines. To sum up,

biodiversity is going to increase in only a couple of years.

For common sense, quarries are recognized as idle places that left dead land and bare rocky view 

behind. Rehabilitation of these lands lasts decades with natural ways like temperature change, rain, wind and 

sunlight. In nature, organisms living on the rocks contribute soil formation by degrading rocks, by causing 

enzymatic reactions and releasing their chemical wastes and we want to promote that process in order to 

increase biodiversity in Kovukdere Quarry. 

Kovukdere Quarry has the schist rock type and the dominant species that live in this area belongs to

Bryophytes. According to our investigations on literature data, we proposed that a member of this group called

“Amblystegium genus”, which is a moss type, is a favorable organism for the conditions that Kovukdere quarry

offers.  Also  Paxillus  involutus,  which plays a  crucial  role  for  the soil  existence by establishing a  symbiotic

association  with  vascular  plants.  This  association  is  known  as  mycorrhiza,  plant  provides  free  space  to

proliferate and nutrients that is required to the other member, while in return, fungus degrades the obstacles like

rocks. Since it is not possible to afforestation the schist area, using the aforementioned moss and fungus will

cover the area green. Soil-like formations from shelf will be observed after some time. Afterwards, this greenbelt

will become home to different kinds of insects, birds and mammals in later which will increase the biological

traffic. On the other hand, introducing the moss and fungus to Kovukdere quarry is a easy process and can be

done by any people. Based on that, some activites can be arranged; inviting primary school students for this

process can be useful for spreading the samples while everyone having a good time. It will also help to impress

love of nature to next generations and create social awareness for the importance of the nature.

During this aim we applied moist, sticky mixture which includes living mosses and spores to the quarry

walls. Results were negative cause of windy and dry season. Also quarry receives the sunlight too much. These

were suspected reasons of why the result was negative. Hence parameters were not susceptible to grow moss

from scratch, we tried to invent moss carpets. They were farmed in suitable conditions somewhere else from

quarry and carpets are planted when mosses are readily grown. Mosses could survive but could not live in full

yield. Since results were not good enough we could not able to spread Paxillus involutus spores on moss layer.

As a future experiment humidity supplier systems or greenhouses may be applied to provide sustainability in

hard seasons or this idea may be applied to different quarries where has more sufficient climate than Istanbul-

Kovukdere.
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Introduction

Schist and limestone are the main ore types that composes Kovukdere Quarry. The quarry is mostly

naked that leads to rare amount of soil presence. Some rehabilitation experiments have done at the spot by

Heidelberg Cement crews. These experiments were aimed to pour and create a top soil following by tree

plantation. But these studies were failed due to inconvenient natural conditions.

Mosses generate at naked and bare places as the first succession. [1] Their rude structure provides them

toughness. Paxillus İnvolutus is a toadstool which has brown color, reaching to 6 cm length and 4-12 cm of hat

radius.  [2][3]  This organism lives beside roots of trees by mychorrisa relation; degenerating obstacles such as

rocks by chemically and physically resulting in mineral and soil formation while gaining nutrients from the roots of

the tree.  [4]  Eventough there is no specific evidence that  proves mutualistic  relation between mosses and

Paxillus involutus in nature, the optimal living conditions of these organisms are close enough to see them at the

same spot.

Garage science is a worldwide trend, meaning, implementation of the studies published in the books by

simple protocols with home equipments by non-professional individuals. By this, science starts to become more

solid for kids and grown-ups. Materials used in this experiment were chosen by “do-it-yourself” ecole as well as

the design of the experiment. Equipments excluding the organisms can be found in many homes kitchen and

cellar, and these organisms can be found in nature easily.

Objectives

Main aims of this project should be perceived as biological, social and esthetic.

Esthetic objectives: To cover abandoned or expended naked rock fields with green flora.

Biologic objectives: To expedite soil  formation at naked rock fields, increase autotroph mass, create living

places for birds, insects, reptiles and other organisms which provides a sustainable system.

Social objectives: Application of the project by individuals which will be chosen by Heidelberg Cement. Our

suggestion is a kalsomine application by orphans that will be followed by different studies with conviviality. This

objective also achieves a good time spending by kids while having scientific studies and actually contributing to

nature development.
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Materials & Methods

Materials in the 1st experiment : 

Mosses ( collected from natural habitat of Istanbul from Nezahat Gökyiğit Botany Park-Istanbul, species

collected randomly and not identified, mainly includes Amblystegium genus ),  Fungi    (Paxillus involutus ), milk, 

lemon, yogurt, rondo/blender, standard whitewash materials ( brush,bucket etc. ) , perlite, mineral syrup. 

Materials in the 2nd experiment : 

Mosses (same as 1st materials), tray, netting, kaolin ( Al2Si2O5(OH)4 ) , perlite.

Methods in 1st experiment : 

1. Masses of moss which are grown in İstanbul were collected from Nezahat Gökyiğit Botany Park.

2. 50 grams of moss, 2 liters buttermilk, 10 cl mineral syrup abd 50 grams of water retention gel were mixed.

3. Rondo was used for 2 minutes for better and homogeneous mixing.

4. Prepared mixture were applied to an appropriate walls at the quarry.[Appx 1]

5. Appropriate floors at the mine were covered with yoghurt. [Appx 1]

6. Perlite was covered over yoghurt.

7. Moss was covered over perlite.

8. After the moss covers all over the surface, Paxillus involutus was planted one for every 30 cm2

Methods in 2nd experiment :

1. 500 grams of kaolin poured into a 20x30 cm plate.

2. Water added until it comes to consistency of dough.

3. First covered with perlite, following with moss.

4. A net was stretched over the moss that has enough space to not to block sunlight.

5. Plates were incubated until the moss grows enough.

6. When the mosses grows, the plates are sticked to the wall of the quarry. [Appx 1]

7. Paxillus involutus was planted at every plate
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Results

Greenish color changings after first month and doubling of moss mass were expected for the result of

first experiment. This experiment did not end as expected. If it did, then Paxillus involutus needed to be planted.

A second experiment was designed since the first one failed. Incubated mosses that are over the clay

plate at a shady and moist place seems to be alive and well-grown after 3 weeks. [Appx 2] For not having

appropriate conditions, no clay plates were applied to the mine.

Discussion

Moss is an organism that has no roots or tissues. Hydrated via diffusion and gaining energy that is

essential for its life by photosynthesis. [5]   Their primitive structure brings both advantages and disadvantages.

Clay, limestone and schist is not an appropriate ground for complex plants. But since the mosses don't have any

roots,  they  also  don't  need  soil.  [5]  The  main  ecological  problem at  a  quarry  is  soil  and  organic  material

insufficiency. Thats why moss was picked as an agent  organism.  The disadvantages of  this  choice is  that

mosses can not store water, so if there is no moisture at the environment, it can not photosynthesis even under

the sunlight. The location that the quarry have is windy and taking huge amount of sunlight. For mosses to avoid

high temperature, more shady spots tried to be picked which faces to north. Since the optimum moisture level

did not achieved from nature, this experiment did not give any positive results.

After  some research it  can be understood that,  in  biogeochemical  cycle,  fungi  is  also as important

asother natural conditions like wind, rain and light. Fungi hereby takes nutrients from the roots while degrading

disrupting rocks by excreting their enzymes and low pH metabolites. Output minerals are then absorbed by the

trees and opens new ways for the roots. [4]  According to the macrofungus list in Turkey, Paxillus involutus is a

country-wide growing fungus type.  [6]  There are also reports that they were collected from Eastern  regions of

Turkey. It can be found by field searching but it's hard to find one unless the required seasonal conditions are

appropriate enough; because at inappropriate conditions, they do not form any cap. Producing cultures from

spores is a hard and time consuming process. Since they are sexual products, spores have (n) characters and

the product of spore germination, micelle, would not produce any caps. (2n) characters are needed for the cap

which can be done by enjecting (n) micelles to same place and watch and wait for reproduction. [7]  Instead of

that, (2n) micelles can be produced by tissue culturing from the cap and be test if there is any mutualistic relation

with moss. Since we do not provided by any laboratory, this hypothesis could not be tested.

On the other hand, the literature significance and scientific freedom comes from unknown relation

between these organisms. The answer of this question will be a contribution to the science world. If the

experiment will be done by proper conditions, a positive result will be followed by a dramatic attention and may
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lead to new techniques. Mosses become more resistant to nature after they are grown. Coming by that, we lead

to a new test which is covering the quarry field by the mosses that are grown at another place. But the climate

conditions were unfavorable for covering since the moss grows at moist and chilly places. Irrigation was also

unavailable because there weren't  any water sources nearby. For a sustainable system, moisturizing props,

awnings that creates a greenhouse effect, environmental reformation or a water resource can be done. On the

other hand, these would change the cost of the project. A quarry field that is provided by appropriate climate

conditions can be easily applied. It will cost 15.000$ (+/- 5.000$) for 40.000 m 2 field. Yearly moisture rates of

İstanbul changes between 70% - 80%. [8]  Even though this rate is enough for moss growth, Kovukdere has a

spot that stays at the route of wind which can be understood by observing wind turbines nearby. Quarry corridors

always effected by this wind, leading dryness at the field. By choosing another quarry and different spots, plates

with grown mosses can be applied very easily.

Conclusions

Some gene expressions of  Paxillus involutus are determined which increases during a  mychorrissa

relation.  [9] As  future-time  experiments,  these  proteins  can  be  characterized  and  also  the  genes  that  are

responsible  for  the  secretion  of  rock-degrading  enzyme  can  be  transferred  to  moss  or  bacteria  by  using

recombinant DNA technology. Top soil formation can be gained in 5 years at naked rock fields. Also, the project

can be applied minimalisticly to available regions. Low-cost, uniting people with science and containing social

activity are the biggest advantages of this project.
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 Project tags (select all appropriate):

This will be use to classify your project in the project archive (that is also available online)

Project focus:
√ Biodiversity management
√ Cooperation programmes
√ Education and Raising awareness
☐Endangered and protected species
☐Invasive species
√ Landscape management - rehabilitation
√ Rehabilitation
√ Scientific research
√ Soil management
☐Urban ecology
☐Water management

Flora:
☐Conifers and cycads  
☐Ferns  
☐Flowering plants  
√ Fungi  
√ Mosses and liverworts

Fauna:
☐Amphibians  
√ Birds  
☐ Dragonflies & Butterflies  
☐Fish  
☐Mammals  
√ Reptiles  
√ Spiders  
√ Other insects  
☐Other species

Habitat:

☐Cave  
√ Cliffs  
☐Fields - crops/culture  
☐Forest  
☐Grassland  
☐Human settlement  
√ Open areas of rocky grounds
☐Recreational areas  
√ Screes  
☐Shrubs & groves  
☐Soil  
√ Wander biotopes
☐Water bodies (flowing, standing)  
☐Wetland

Stakeholders:

☐Authorities  
√ Local community  
☐NGOs  
√ Schools  
√ Universities
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